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FROM THE CHAIR— BY CINDY TURK
As I write this article on December 7, 2020,
there have been 282,375 deaths in the United
States and over 1.5 million deaths worldwide
due to the COVID-19 pandemic according to
Johns Hopkins. It is finals week, and all finals
are being conducted remotely. We spent the
second half of the spring semester in quarantine, with classes taking place remotely. The
fall semester was spent wearing masks, socially
distancing, and quarantining as needed. We are
all learning a lot about hybrid methods of teaching and learning.
The year 2020 was remarkable in other ways too. It was a year of civil unrest
and protests following the death of George Floyd, who was killed by police
during an arrest in Minneapolis. It was a year of economic hardship for
many businesses and citizens. Political tensions were high as Donald Trump
was impeached by the House of Representatives, and Joe Biden won an election where it took several days for the winner to be declared. Kamala Harris
made history after being elected the first female vice president and the first
African American and first Asian American vice president.
I have felt so fortunate to work with faculty, staff, and students who have
been dedicated to figuring out how to keep moving forward this year. Concepts like resilience and psychological flexibility are being demonstrated before our eyes. I look forward to continuing to work with all of you and wish
you a healthy, happy, and prosperous 2021.
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2020 PSYCHOLOGY UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE HONORS
Dean’s List

President’s List

Kloey Appel

Karlie Miller

Pamela Aguilar

Marissa Graves

Caitlin McGee

Perla Soto

Sidney Avers

Emma Mooradian

Raina Alcantar

Alexis Griffiths

Bryce Strickland

Megan Beyer

Claire Mosier

Rakan Alghamdi

Melissa Gutierrez

Bethany
McKnight

Skylar Blaser
Brooklyn Bloom
Quincy Bocquin

Emilio Chavez
Jessica Chinn
Adrianne Davidson
Kailey Drennon
Grace Engel
Wyatt Featherston
Natalie Flores
Maggie Fornelli
Jill Foster-Koch

Noah Frick
Emily Gottstein
Emma Hamilton

Chika Murakami
Emma O'Neil

Karina Lazo
Leckner Leckner
Hailey Ledford
Brieanna Lopez
Tera Lynch
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Kiley Monaghan

Chamiel Thompson

Cheryl Morgan

Shannon Toalson

Emma Poort

Kayla Beyer

Sydney Heinen

Stephanie Morris

Teal Tobin

Taryn Pridgett

Jennifer Bilby

Carli Herl

Tasha Morris

Ashley Varner

Stephanie Rappard

Jameson Brehm

Ventura Hernandez

Molly Myers

Dylan Walpole

Brooke Nelson

Jacob Weaver

Aaron Nelson

Brooklyn Wiens

Emma O'Neil

Emily Wilson

Shelbe Piggie

Baylee Wolf

Josie Powell

John Wonderlich

Kelsie Quaney

Aaron Woodbridge

Isabelle Rivera
Joanna Sawyer
Savannah
Schrickel
Derick Siwila
Matthew Smoker

Debra SparksThomas
Kameron Spencer
Samantha Starkey

Kaitlinn Chase
Emilio Chavez
Piper Cottingham
Svea Crohn
Aubrey Dauber
Shelly Davenport
Kimberly Day
Jordan DeHerrera
Michaela Dervin
Brian Deters

Dawson Heymans
Macy Howell
Lauren Hund
Anna Hunter
Minami Isobe
Katliyn Jarvis

Siamone Johnson
Riley Kessler
Taylor Kirby

Bryce Ragatz
Kristen Reed
James Richardson

Michelle Lavin

Angelina Rodriguez

Craig Lawless

Kallie Rogers

Makenzie Dunn

Rachel Ledbetter

Sophia Sabala

Ethan Thompson

Maggie Durkin

Claire Leffingwell

Chamiel Thompson

Fidelia
Ehiawaguan

Quinn Leffingwell

Isabell SanchezChronister

Teal Tobin

Grace Engel

Tristin Lewis
Dierking

Ashley Totten

Katrina Escobar

Rebecca Livgren

Anya Uram

Callie Ferguson

Kara Love

Genevieve Vasser

Samantha Ford

Madison Lowrey

Sonia Velandia

Jill Foster-Koch

Kathleen Lyons

Maria Villegas

Noah Frick

Chelsee Malsom

Jacob Weaver

Naelashawn Gill

Chloe Mason

Janet TellezOrtega

Anna-Marie
Lauppe

Chloe Taylor

Victoria Haugsness

Chloe Jones

Jennie Larson

AshleeHartpence

Aubrey Miller

Leyli BeimsUkens

Mary Stringfellow

Masaki Kokubugata

Taylor Barnard

Collin Hall

Mary Stringfellow

Jacqueline Pierron

Sierra Hendrickson

Morgan King

Kloey Appel

Avery Mielke

Madison Dressman

Shelby Schone
Katlyn Secrest
Lydia ShontzHochstedler
Jessica Siebenaler
Kylar Slapar
Sarah Smith
April Smith

Congratulations everyone!!!!

2020 PSYCHOLOGY UNDERGRADUATE
HONORS CONT….

2020: The Outstanding Senior Psychology Major Award

2020 Departmental and
Dean’s Scholarships:
The Yelen Award was awarded to Kallie Rogers, Kelsie Quaney, & John Wonderlich
Baylee Wolf was granted the Williams Award
The Psychology Department Award went to Jill Foster
The Margaret Salustro Scholarship went to Lydia
Shontz-Hochstedler and Macy Howell
The Helen Green Scholarship was bestowed
upon Bryce Strickland
The A. Roy Myers Endowed Scholarship
went to Bryce Strickland & Mary Stringfellow
Finally we have the Ritchie, Wright, and Maxwell Award which that went to Chamiel
Thompson & Stephanie Morris
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HELP US SAY WELCOME TO THE
NEW MAPY COHORT
We were unable to have a big welcome party for everyone joining the Washburn Master’s in Clinical Psychology program so we’d like to list them and share where they are joining us from.

Taylor Barnard attended Washburn University and was recognized with the 2020 Outstanding
Senior Psychology Major Award last spring.

Jameson Brehm joins us from Kansas State University were he graduated last Spring with a 3.96
GPA; he was awarded one of the coveted first-year graduate student assistantships.
Shelly Davenport attended Washburn University and joins us through the BA-MA program. Shelly
was also awarded one of the first-year graduate assistantships.
Jordan DeHerrera attended Washburn University. Last year she was selected to present her research at the 2020 Kansas Undergraduate Research Day at the Capitol. (Please see a photo of her
at the event on page 16.)
Justine Kovatch rejoins Washburn after her gap year when she worked for Kansas Juvenile Corrections Complex (KJCC) in Topeka KS. She graduated Washburn in the Spring of 2019.
Anna-Marie Lauppe joins us from Washburn as well. She is deeply involved with the local Topeka Habitat for Humanity where she has done 1800+ hours of community service.
Nicole Miller joined the Fall class as a part-time student but in the Spring she will be joining the
cohort full-time. She graduated from Morehead State University with a Bachelor of Science in Psychology and then attended Liberty University for a Masters of Arts Global Studies.
Kiley Monaghan rejoins Washburn after a gap year where she served as a Youth Counselor for a
local therapeutic/residence provider. While at Washburn, she participated in the Washburn
Transformational Experience and her research poster was entitled Borderline Personality Disorder as it Appears in Childhood and Adolescence.
Stephanie Morrow joined us on a part-time basis in the Fall but was fully accepted into the program in December. After receiving her BA from Washburn in 2014, she served the Kansas City
community as a case manager at a local behavioral healthcare service provider.

Lydia Shontz- Hochstedler attended Washburn University where she graduated with a Major GPA
of 4.0 and an overall GPA of 3.9. Last year she was selected to present her research at the 2020
Kansas Undergraduate Research Day at the Capitol. (Please see a photo of her at the event on page
16.)
Holly Swearingen joins us as a May 2020 University of Kansas graduate. While at KU, she was a
research assistant at the CAN (Center for Applied Neuroeconomic) Lab on campus, and a child
Peer Support Specialist at a local community mental health provider.
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Welcome everyone!!!!

2020 Graduate Awards
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MAPY CLASS OF 2020

On Thursday May
7, 2020, we celebrated the graduating class in a giant ZOOM session
including most of
the faculty, the
Dean, all the current graduate students, and even a
few past graduates.

This years musical
tribute to WU PY
MA Graduates was
song filled and fun.
Dr. Dave Provorse
outdid himself this
year with inventive
lyrics and with his
shared screen, we
all knew when to
join in and even
when to applaud.
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MAPY CLASS OF 2020
Our graduates (in photo order) include Katie Secrest, Taylor Kirby,
Craig Lawless, Callie Ferguson, and Aubrey Dauber
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MAPY CLASS OF 2020
A quick feature on each of our graduates, by Dr. Cindy Turk

Aubrey Dauber successfully defended her thesis under the supervision of Dr. Gibson; it was entitled Conscious Emotion Regulation in Individuals with Disordered Eating
When Viewing High-fat and Low-fat Food Images. Aubrey has a 'revise and resubmit' decisions on a manuscript co-authored with Dr. Hockett. The revisions are in progress. Aubrey has collaborated on research with Dr. Turk and Dr. Nebel that was presented at the
annual meeting of the Southwestern Psychological Association in Albuquerque, NM. She
was active in the sexual assault awareness and prevention work with Dr. Provorse and Dr.
Hockett. She co-reviewed an article for the Journal of Experimental Psychopathology and
co-wrote a newsletter letter article for the Southwestern Psychologist with Dr. Turk. She
is completing her internship at The DBT Center of Lawrence. She has presented to student groups and the community on topics including mindfulness, therapeutic lifestyle
change, and the Psychological Services Clinic. She has served as a Child Assessment TA,
Child Treatment TA, Adult Assessment TA, Tech II TA, Undergraduate Research Methods
TA, and an MLA. Throughout her master’s work, she has maintained a 4.0 GPA. She will
be continuing her education at Bowling Green State University’s clinical psychology doctoral program.

Callie Ferguson completed her thesis under the supervision of Dr. Provorse; it is entitled Relationships among Perceptions of Foster Care, Personality Traits, and Willingness
to Foster. Callie has served the Psychology Department as an MLA and the PY 100 Research Coordinator. She served as the Coordinator of Consent to Sexual Activity presentations in WU101. This year, Callie served as the Psychological Services Center graduate student clinic director in a time of great changes and challenges. She helped to oversee the
extensive renovation and reorganization of the Henderson 111 suite. Under her leadership, the whole clinic was packed up and then later unpacked and redecorated -- a massive
undertaking. She helped with the implementation of Theranest, a task that proved crucial
for student therapists continuing to serve their clients after the stay-at-home order this
spring. Throughout her tenure as clinic director, she has focused on moving clinic documentation completely online so that the next clinic director will no longer need to scan in
client files as part of the position. Throughout her master’s work, she has maintained a 4.0
GPA. She is completing her internship at Pathways and will continue as a therapist there
after graduation.
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MAPY CLASS OF 2020
Taylor Kirby successfully defended her thesis under the supervision of Dr. Turk; it
was entitled The Effect of Fidget Spinners on Attention and Anxiety in Typically Developing Children. She is working on the manuscript version of her study to submit for possible
publication. In addition to her master’s thesis, Taylor contributed to projects in Dr. Hockett’s and Dr. Duncan’s labs. Taylor has a 'revise and resubmit' decision on a manuscript co
-authored with Dr. Hockett. The revisions are in progress. She is completing her internship at Responsive Centers. She has served the department in many roles, including Child
Assessment TA, Child Treatment TA, Adult Assessment TA, PY 386 Advanced Research
Methods TA, Counseling Skills TA, and an MLA. Taylor has been offered a position that
will allow her to continue to follow her passion of working with children at Responsive
Centers.

Craig Lawless successfully defended his thesis under the supervision of Dr. McGuire;
it was entitled Association of Sleep and Screen Time. In addition to his thesis, he contributed to Dr. Menager’s research lab. He participated in sexual assault prevention presentations to WU 101 classes. Craig is completing his internship at The DBT Center of Lawrence
and played an important role in developing this new site for our students. He was also influential in bringing Dr. Ilardi’s Therapeutic Lifestyle Change groups for depression to
Washburn University. Even as a busy student, Craig has been passionate about pursuing
additional continuing education opportunities, taking advantage of them himself and
sharing these opportunities with his student and faculty colleagues. He has served as a
Counseling Skills TA. A veteran himself, Craig hopes to work in a setting where he has the
opportunity to help meet the mental health needs of veterans.

Katie Secrest completed her thesis under the supervision of Dr. Russell; it is entitled
The Effects of Mindfulness on Academic Related Anxiety in College Students. She has
served the department as a Child Assessment TA. She also participated in sexual assault
prevention presentations to WU 101 classes. She is completing her internship at Family
Service and Guidance Center (FSGC). As someone fluent in Spanish, she was able to conduct some of her therapy sessions in Spanish during her training. She is in the process of
interviewing at FSGC for a full-time position.

“On behalf of the Psychology Department, let me say that we are
so proud of you. We wish you the best as you go forth to make
the world a better place. “ ~ Dr. Cindy Turk
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PSY-ICHABOD’S
IN THE NEWS

April 25, 2020

“NEW YORK, NY – For the second year in a row, a
Washburn Ichabod has heard their name called on
NFL Draft day as All-American offensive lineman
Kyle Hinton became the seventh Ichabod to have his
name called during the NFL Draft as the Minnesota Vikings selected Hinton with the 39th pick in the seventh round and the
253 overall pick. Hinton becomes the fourth Ichabod under head
coach Craig Schurig to be selected joining Corey Ballentine (2019
- New York Giants), Cary Williams (2008 - Tennessee Titans)
and Trey Lewis (2007 - Atlanta Falcons) to be selected in the
NFL draft.” Story Link: https://wusports.com/news/2020/4/25/footballkyle-hinton-tabbed-in-nfl-draft.aspx

<— On December 29, 2020, Hinton was promoted to the active
roster. Twitter link: https://twitter.com/Vikings/
status/1344026050662195201

OFF THE FIELD: Kyle was a four-time member of the MIAA Academic Honor Roll and three-time MIAA Scholar Athlete award
winner. He majored in psychology and is interested in a career in
law enforcement after football. See Kyle’s player roster here:
https://www.vikings.com/team/players-roster/kyle-hinton/
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MAPY GRADUATE LOSSES IN 2020
By Dr. Jericho Hockett
The Psychology Department mourns the loss of former MAPY student Christopher Kiker-Beury. Christopher graduated from the program in 2015 and died in June 2020 in a bicycle accident in Panama
City Beach, Florida. I knew Chris as the first student whose thesis I supervised after joining the Psychology Department faculty, but his easy-going and adventurous nature for which his friends knew
him quickly became apparent.
For example, when he asked me to supervise his thesis, Chris had no idea what his topic would be—he
was open (another of his wonderful characteristics!) to suggestions. I invited his involvement in an ongoing project: a multi-campus assessment of Safe Zone, a locally-organized, nation-wide diversity
training and community-building program that seeks to “increase visibility, create a safer and more
inclusive campus environment, and promote awareness around LGBTQ [lesbian, gay, bisexual, transsexual/transgender, and queer] concerns and issues” (Bruno, 2009, p. 48). Chris embraced the project,
helping refine an interview protocol; collect, transcribe, and analyze hours of qualitative data; and present our findings at a national conference in California—where, in his best free-spirited form, he took
the opportunity to camp out one night on the beach.
Most impressively, Chris dove without hesitation into some heavy interdisciplinary theory on empowerment and resistance to oppression, engaging with complex concepts and new terminology with his
head, his heart, and his actions. His thesis project developed to examine the extent to which heterosexCaption
describing
picture
or graphic
ism predicted clinical students’ learning of guidelines for practice with
LGB
clients,
with
his results
showing that “even seemingly favorable prejudices [i.e., positive stereotyping] can detract from learning about LGB issues in clinical classrooms” (Kiker-Beury, 2015). In doing this work together, our
shared mantra—adopted from one of the theorists, Maria Lugones, whose work framed our overall research approaches—was “I won’t think what I won’t practice.” Chris embodied this principle in his academic and private life with enthusiasm and joy. He never minded whether others saw the expression of
his verve as absurd (Christopher, you slept on the beach?!) or amazing—he was simply grateful to live.
How fitting that one of Chris’s last Facebook posts was a quote from self-help author Melody Beattie
(1990), who is recognized for helping popularize the clinical concept of codependence: “Gratitude
turns what we have into enough, and more. It turns denial into acceptance, chaos into order, confusion
into clarity…it makes sense of our past, brings peace for today, and creates a vision for tomorrow.”
Goodbye our Friend—Jovanna Vink (April 26, 1975—October 31, 2020)
By Ivonne Natalia Gamboa Palma

Grad school is a unique experience. It makes you cry, laugh, and grow all at the same time.
Sometimes you get lucky and get to go through that with wonderful people that make it easier and worth it. Jovanna Vink was that person for many of us.
From the first year when we were all wondering what was going on, Jovanna was the only
one that had her eye on what was really important. Jovanna knew that listening and understanding was a lot more important than any technique and any method. She remembered
every word you said, because she was always listening, and always present. She made you
feel special.
It is hard to think about Jovanna without having the word mom come to mind. She had all
the characteristics of a good mother. She was caring, smart, centered, mature, and understanding. She was also extremely proud of her heritage and made sure her son would speak
Spanish. She even took care of us all the time, reminding some people where they left their
keys and their phone, bring spicy pretzels to class, and encouraging us to keep it classy and
to never give up.
We are going to miss you Jovanna. Your pretty curls (hand cut one at a time), your spicy
pretzels, your cool stories about Panama, but most of all your smile and friendliness.
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WASHBURN PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CLINIC
& COVID IN 2020
By Caitlin McGee, Clinic Director and
Graduate Student Outreach Coordinator
The COVID-19 pandemic has created many challenges for millions of
individuals, businesses, and universities. When the stay-at-home order
was enforced and Washburn began
remote learning back in the Spring
2020 Semester, the Washburn Psychological Services Clinic didn’t
skip a beat. Immediately, our clinic
began utilizing Doxy.me, a secure
telemedicine platform, to provide telehealth services to our existing clients. Notably, at the start of the Spring 2020 Semester, the Washburn Psychological Services
Clinic began using an online mental health software platform to help with day-today clinic operations such as scheduling, appointment reminders, and note writing. The new system provided a seamless transition for the student therapists
when they began providing mental health services from home.
During the Fall 2020 Semester, the clinic continued to provide telehealth services
to students and community members. Thankfully, the safety measures put in place
by Washburn community allowed the Psychological Services Clinic to begin seeing
clients face-to-face once again. The clinic currently requires all individuals who
come into our office to wear a mask, use hand sanitizer, and stay socially distant.
These safety protocols have allowed the clinic to remain open and help prevent the
spread of the virus. Additionally, with the help of the mental health software, the
clinic has become nearly paperless. This feature was extremely helpful for remote
and in-person clients because consent forms and billing can now be completed virtually.
The Washburn Psychological Service Clinic continues to be a safe and healthy environment for students and community members during this uncertain time. Do not
hesitate to reach out or refer someone to our clinic. For questions or to schedule
an appointment, call 785-670-1750.
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Redefining Normal: Learning to Thrive
During a Time of Uncertainty
By Bethany McKnight, Sarah Smith, Leyli Beims-Ukens, and Pamela Aguilar

Learning how to navigate life during a global pandemic while working towards a graduate degree is like learning to ride a bike during a rainstorm. It is possible to learn the cycle but it is also a unique experience with slippery roads and rain in your eyes; the rider must quickly learn to
plan ahead. While it is not preferable to learn in the rain, the rider still masters the skill and
emerges a stronger and better cyclist. As we students learn how to thrive during this unprecedented time, we adapt, we grow, and we’re learning how to learn in a whole new way.
Attending classes and internship sites now takes place in our homes, our neutral spaces. This
makes boundaries settings\ and having a designated work space critical. Being able to take classes from home has been both a helpful and a cumbersome experience. Keying in remotely for
class poses barriers for some students; poor Wi-Fi signals, old technology, pets, or young children in need have strained our abilities as students to be fully present while learning online. Operating within this COVID framework has produced quite a glaring learning curve. Fortunately,
there are now resources available for faculty to record their lectures so we no longer must strain
to hear our professors who are teaching from empty lecture hall. There is no need to continuously balance listening with furious note writing; we can slow down the speed of a lecture and
replay it even replay if needed. Snow days may unfortunately be a thing of the past since everyone can now attend school from home, but we as a community of Ichabods have shown how formidable we are in the face of a pandemic.
In the graduate clinical psychology program at Washburn University, all third-year students are
required to complete a two-semester-long internship. When the pandemic began, there was a
level of uncertainty among students regarding internship plans given all the unknowns and
mixed responses from off-campus sites. It was uncertain if students would even be allowed to
intern with the public. Necessary health precautions for COVID-19 have inhibited several opportunities available to previous interns. For example, some shadowing opportunities are no
longer available simply because small therapy rooms do not allow for close contact in such a
small space. However, student interns are learning to cope with these unusual circumstances
and find ways to engage in meaningful experiences.

Third year student Leyli Beims-Ukens was relieved when she learned that her internship site
Stormont Vail Behavioral Health Center, announced they would accept student interns for the
2020-21 academic year and allow for an in-person experience. However she and others worried… What would an internship be like in the middle of a global pandemic? Working in a brand
-new environment under a brand-new supervisor is anxiety-provoking for some students, and
COVID-19 only added to that angst and stress . Beims-Ukens says being an intern
during the pandemic involves using an unprecedented amount of hand sanitizer,
struggling to cope with foggy face shields, and finding unique ways of adapting to
safety guidelines when administering psychological assessments.
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Redefining Normal: Learning to Thrive cont...
Not all mental health centers or sites are letting interns come in-person to shadow professionals. Some students are still required to work from home. Third-year student Sarah Smith is an intern at the University of
Kansas Counseling and Psychological Services and has transitioned from offering psychotherapy on-site to
providing only telehealth services from her home. While there are benefits to being able to work from
home, there are unique challenges. To provide psychotherapy ethically from her home, Smith purchased a
lockable file cabinet to securely store client data and treatment files. Another thing that she finds tough to
overcome while working from home is the impromptu cameos of her cat, Fiona, while in active therapy sessions. COVID-19 has created hurdles that the psychological community are tasked to overcome, but wrangling a two-year old cat was not one of those imagined scenarios.

A hybrid approach to providing comprehensive psychological assessments is a challenge all on its own, it
involves a lot of practice and oversight via technology instead of in-person. As an intern at Responsive Centers for Psychology and Learning in Overland Park, third year student Bethany McKnight navigates an almost empty office building while her supervisor is available online; this makes for an accelerated sink-orswim experience. Although challenging and a bit lonely at times, McKnight feels having a recent MAPY
Washburn graduate as a guide and supervisor has made the experience feel more comfortable. Understanding your own comfort with seeing clients via telehealth versus in person is now an integral part of the assessment process. More thought is now given to several factors when considering whether a client is a good
fit for telehealth or in person testing, such as age, possible attention span, potential for defiance, and the
necessity of in-person observation to provide an accurate diagnosis. Having this opportunity to experience
how current practitioners are utilizing technology in creative ways to meet the needs of their clients is one
positive aspect of starting an internship during a pandemic.
The last year of the masters program is when students fulfil their internship requirement, but it is also
when they must begin applying to doctoral programs. Pamela, Sarah, Leyli, and Bethany are finding that
some psychology programs are not accepting students for Fall 2021 due to a lack of funding and some programs are short on faculty due to a wave of early retirements (attributed to COVID-19). Applying to doctoral programs is anxiety provoking every year, but these new issues in 2020 create all new barriers and challenges. In previous years, applicants were expected to fly out to multiple prospective universities to secure a
position in one of your preferred programs and this was a vital step of the application process. The threeday extravaganza usually involved meeting the professor(s) you are interested in studying under, spending
time with the current students in the program and meeting other potential doctoral candidates. But now
with COVID-19, the already stressful interview process must also be navigated considering the applicant’s
personal safety concerns on whether or not travel is safe..
Functioning in this new normal requires a lot of self-compassion and recognition when one needs a break.
Self-care techniques are now more important than ever and self-care can vary from student to student. For
Pamela Aguilar, it involves taking socially distant walks in her local park, writing letters to friends and family, and even the occasional living room dance party. For Sarah Smith, it’s learning how to roller skate, video-chatting with friends, or binge watching the Twilight Saga. For Leyli Beims-Ukens, self-care is scrapbooking, playing with her dogs, and/or having her home covered in fall decor from July until December.
Lastly, for Bethany McKnight, it’s cuddling with her pups, video chatting with family and friends, or helping to plan wedding festivities for her friends; she has helped with SEVEN weddings this year alone.
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MENTAL SKILLS FOR PERFORMANCE ENHANCEMENT

By Kimberly Day and Sophia Sabala

This past fall, our Director of Clinical Training, Dr. Dave Provorse, was
approached by the Assistant Coach
of the women’s volleyball team, Hayley Kindall, who was interested in
developing a mental skills workshop
to enhance performance of her student athletes on and off the court.
Second year master’s students, Sophia Sabala, Kimberly Day, Brooke
Nelson, and Shelby Schone developed and provided a six-session series on “Mental Skills for Performance Enhancement” under the supervision of Dr. Provorse to present
specific skills to the athletes to supplement and strengthen their innate
talents.
The four graduate students and the
women’s volleyball team met in the
Petro Allied Health Center Booster
Room for five sessions throughout
the semester. Each session focused on a specific mental skill and through psychoeducation, they helped identify personal applications for each team member.
The mental skills discussed with the volleyball team included goal setting, positive
self-statements, emotion regulation, visualization and imagery, and mindfulness
techniques.

Overall, the volleyball team reported the skills were valuable as a team and on an
individual level. Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, the volleyball team was unable to
compete this year and their season was cancelled completely. However, the department looks forward to seeing the team implement their newly learned mental
skills in competition when they are able to safely compete again in 2021.
Photo source: https://wusports.com/sports/womens-volleyball
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UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH DAY AT THE CAPITOL
MARCH 4, 2020

Current first year graduate
student, Lydia Shontz,
stands in the Capitol with
her undergraduate research poster entitled, “A
ULA’s exploration of generation gaps: Millennial
students, imposter syndrome, and implications
for Gen Z,” that she coauthored with Dr. RaLynn
Schmalzried and Dr. Linzi
Gibson.

Current first year graduate
student, Jordan DeHerrera , stands in the Capitol
with her undergraduate
research poster entitled,
“The Effects of Social Anxiety on memory for interpersonal information and
positive feedback,” that
she co-authored with Taylor Barnard, Pamela Aguilar, and Dr. Cindy Turk.
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RECENT PSYCHOLOGY GRADUATE CHECKS IN
By: Claire Mosier
I am a recent graduate from Washburn University with my bachelors degree in psychology. I originally chose to attend WU because of the small class sizes and ability
to connect with faculty. I didn’t realize at the time how big of an impact this would
be on my future. Throughout my time at Washburn, I was met with nothing but support and encouragement from all professors I crossed paths with. I was able to create a unique education tract and accomplish goals that I never could’ve dreamed up.
I found my passion in helping others through being the undergraduate learning assistant (ULA) in a Psychology 100 course. This lead me to explore possible career options where I could continue growing that passion. I found exactly what I was looking for in a program at the University of Denver. I was recently admitted into their
Masters of Social Work program with a concentration in mental health. I will also be
getting a certificate in animal assisted therapy. This is actually the first program of
its type in the United States so I’m excited to get started.
After completing the program, I have plans to become a clinical social worker. Eventually, my goal is to open up my own mental
health practice using my own therapy dog to help
others. I also would love to rescue abused or neglected dogs and rehabilitate them, either as therapy dogs or just finding a loving and happy home!
My education at Washburn gave me the confidence to pursue higher education and feel comfortable with the content of the courses.
Thanks to Washburn and all the wonderful professors, I know I can succeed.
Go Bods!
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PANDEMIC PROJECTS AND PASTIMES
With the weight of the pandemic on all our minds, many of us undertook
special projects or activities we otherwise might not have had time for.
Here are a few pictures of pandemic pastimes from four people in the
department, Professor Emeritus Dr. Gary Forbach, Department Chair
Dr. Cindy Turk, Interim Director of Assessment/Associate Professor Dr.
Jericho Hockett, and Department Administrative Assistant Theresa
Young.
~ We hope you enjoy ~

Dr. Turk along with
her husband and
kids, hatched out an
impressive clutch of
chickens from eggs in
their indoor incubator. Along with their
fowl project they also
planted a garden and
built new planter
boxes to accent their
patio.
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PANDEMIC PROJECTS AND PASTIMES
Dr. Jericho Hockett and her
family spent lots of time
outdoors. If they weren’t
taking their pandemic puppy, Bastion, on bike rides,
they were on walks out in a
nearby park or in their
neighborhood cemetery.
They also started geocaching where they could and
then they built Evelynn an
indoor cardboard box stairs
slide, and man does that
that thing look FAST! :)
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PANDEMIC PROJECTS AND PASTIMES
Professor Emeritus Dr. Gary Forbach and his family live in North
Carolina where his son and daughter-in-law are both front-line Emergency Physicians. While in quarantine Gary got bored so he resumed
some landscaping "projects" and by
mid-August he had moved and
placed more than SEVEN tons of
brick, natural stone, and landscaping blocks around their property.
Along with growing his stonemasonry skills Gary also grew out his hair
and is now rocking a man-bun with
his long locks.
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PANDEMIC PROJECTS AND PASTIMES
Theresa worked outside as much
as possible over the pandemic and
spent her weekends at Lonestar
Lake watching sunsets. She grew a
container garden that eventually
produced 5 foot tall cucumber and
8 foot tall tomato plants that she
used to make three types of pickles, salsa, and pasta sauce. She also built new handrails on her back
steps, replaced some siding and
painted half her house. In the fall
she jackhammered out her front
sidewalk and replaced it with help
from her mom and dad. And she
also relaxed and watched A LOT of
Star Trek.
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CONGRATULATIONS TO US!
By Dr. Jericho Hockett

Congratulations to the Psychology Department on being selected for the Washburn University Assessment Committee's Achiever Award! The Department
won this award from among all other academic programs at Washburn University for demonstrating exceptional Program Assessment practices at both the
undergraduate and graduate level.
Program Assessment is no easy task—it is an ongoing process of developing
(based on professional and accrediting organizations’ standards, as well as employment trends and issues) and articulating program-level learning outcomes
(i.e., the knowledge, skills, and abilities students should gain while working
through the BA or MA in Psychology); identifying benchmarks for success; and
ensuring such benchmarks are being met through aligning the curriculum (i.e.,
mapping program-level learning outcomes onto higher-level university learning outcomes as well as onto lower-level course learning outcomes), identifying
measures and instruments to test achievement, collecting and analyzing data,
and using results to improve student learning. This process is engaged in
through Psychology faculty and staff’s collaboration with university entities,
such as the Assessment Committee, as well as with students and external
stakeholders.
If you are interested in learning more about the Psychology Department’s Program Assessment, please visit our website (washburn.edu/psychology ) and select “Quality Indicators.” Thank you for your support of Washburn Psychology
programs, as we continuously strive for improvement!
To support the psychology department, see the 'how to donate' section on the
last page of this newsletter.
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PSYCHOLOGY ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND NOTABLES


Dr. Jericho Hockett was selected to participate in the first CTEL Inclusive Teaching Research Group
to provide Washburn with important insights into how to improve inclusive teaching at Washburn.



Master’s alumni Jonathan Huffman, just received notification that his Washburn Master’s Thesis was
accepted for publication in an online journal: Huffman, J. M., Provorse, D., Hockett, J. & Kerr, B.
A. (2020) College students’ test anxiety and listening test scores: CB and MAC-based psychoeducation vs. no treatment control, Journal of Creativity in Mental
Health, DOI: 10.1080/15401383.2020.1848678



Master’s alumni Shari Lagrange-Aulich has been nominated and is now on Governor Laura Kelly’s
committee for veteran suicide prevention in Kansas.



Recent undergraduate graduate Kailey Drennon will be attending Bradley University’s online masters
program for clinical mental health and counseling.



Recent undergraduate graduate Macy Howell was accepted and will be attending Oklahoma State’s
School Psychology graduate program.



Recent undergraduate graduate Regan Braun was accepted and will be attending the master’s program in Sport-Psychology at Florida State University.



Recent undergraduate alumni Claire Leffingwell was named to the Who’s Who at Washburn University in a ceremony on February, 27, 2020.



Instructor Valerie Peckham was a guest on KTWU’s IGI (I Got Issues) series, entitled “Taking Care of
You”. The 30-minute show discussed the importance of self-care during 2020. Joining Valerie was
Wellness Leader ang Yoga Instructor, and Washburn University Professor of Law, Janet Thompson
Jackson. They discussed mind and body techniques to help us focus and manage anxiety created by
COVID, elections, and the civil unrest the United States has endured through 2020. You can find the
episode online here https://ktwu.org/episode-information/?version_id=371107



Department Chair, Dr. Cindy Turk co-authored a therapist manual and client workbook, Managing
Social Anxiety, Workbook: A Cognitive-Behavioral Therapy Approach (3 ed) ISBN-10 : 0190247630.



Dr. Angela Duncan had two articles published this year: Leonard, J. A., & Duncan, A. B. (2020). “The
effects of app-delivered cognitive-behavioral therapy for insomnia (CBT-I) on sleep quality, dysfunctional beliefs, and sleep hygiene.” Psi Chi Journal of Psychological Research & Moffitt-Carney, K. M.,
& Duncan, A. B. (2019) & “Evaluation of a mindfulness-based mobile application with college students: A pilot study.” Journal of American College Health.



Dr. Mike Russell published in the Auditory Perception and Cognition Journal, with former undergrad student, Stephanie Brown in(2020). “Using Sound to Create and Detect Occlusion of an Unseen
Sound Source. , 2(4), 207-229. And his second publication this year is entitled, “Impact of Qualitative
and Quantitative Visual Experience on the Auditory Perception of Apertures” which is also published
in the Auditory Perception & Cognition Journal.



Dr. Jericho Hockett published six poems with Burning House Press and in Snakeroot: A Midwest
Resistance ‘Zine
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Thank you for reading.

If you have any questions or
comments please email us
psychology@washburn.edu or call
785-670-1564.

~ HOW TO DONATE ~
Please consider giving to the Psychology Department at Washburn University. It’s easy, just visit www.givetowashburn.org
OR mail a check to: Washburn University Foundation 1729
SW MacVicar Avenue Topeka, KS 66604, but please note
“Psychology Dept.” on the check.

